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Reviewer's report:

Major Compulsory Revision:
Topic is not clear as there is nothing about preventive measures against HIV in Vietnam in the study. There should be some thing about detailed prevention more or delete the word prevention in the topic.

Though this is very good secondary data research but it needs more concise and to the point so that the proper message should be conveyed.

The sequence of the paper is not followed properly e.g methods are written after result.

Results are not cleared and mismatched with objectives. This needs more focuses as per their objectives.

Authors has mixed the results of different papers and nor properly mentioned that what he wants to convey the message.

Both results and discussion needs major revision as per their objectives.

Authors discussed more about treatment or on clinical aspects rather than prevention.

There is no coherence in the findings of this research.

Tables shows lot of data which is confusing for the readers.

Conclusion needs revision

Level of interest: An article of limited interest

Quality of written English: Not suitable for publication unless extensively edited

Statistical review: Yes, but I do not feel adequately qualified to assess the statistics.
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